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The Popular Democtratic Republic of Algeria 

Ministry of National Education                                           Education's Directorate of Blida 

EL-MEHDI Mohamed Middle School Hessainia 2 - Bouinan 

Level: 3 MS                                                                                                            Time Allotted: 1 h 30 mn  

First Term Exam 

The Text:  

 Peace be upon you friends! I’m Abdelkader FAÏDI. I’m 11 years 

old. I live in Hessainia and I’m from Algeria . I’m Algerian and proud . 

I go to at EL-MEHDI Mohamed Middle School too.I’m a member at 

“The Green Club” of my school. I’m fan of playing PUBG.I usually play 

it at weekend but I don’t like hiking in the mountains. I can swim but I 

can’t lift weight .My friends say that I’m talkative but kind.  

 

 My friend Zineddine IZOUZI has many interests, he is fan of 

football so, he always plays it with me and my friends.He also likes 

drawing anime charachters like Naruto,Luffy..etc .On weekdays , he 

helps my mates in plant cuttings and watering them. He can’t drive 

motorbikes but he can drive bicycles.Zineddine sometimes practises 

karaté. He is  interested in MMA star Khabib Muhamadov.Zineddine is 

shy but sociable and friendly .I like him and I hope we pass together to 

2 M.S.   

      

Adapted from https://ar.padlet.com/ai7_malek/tcukbaet68pe64ow  

Part One: (14pts) 

A. Reading Comprehension: (7tps) 

Activity One: Complete the chart with information from the text. (4pts) 

Name Interests  Ability (+) Inability (-) Personality  

Abdelkader     

Zineddine 

 

 

 

 

   

 

Activity Two: Read the following statements and write “True”/ “False” (2pts) 

1- Abdelkader is not a pupil  

2- Abdelkader never plays PUBG     

3- Zineddine loves football        

4- Zineddine is talkative  

Activity Three: Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following.(1 pt)  

Never =/= ...................                                                   deep =/=......................                  
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B. Mastery of Language: (7pts) 

Activity One: Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary. (2pts)  

 karim never reads manga   ............................................. 

Activity Two: Put the adverbs and verbs in the correct form. (4pts)  

 

1- I ( 20% - study) ................................. Drawing.  

2- Islam ( 100% - go) ............................ to school. 

3- She ( 50% - wash) ............................. dishes . 

4- They (0 % - keep) ...............................quiet . 

Activity Three: In each list, pick out the word with a different vowel sound. (1pts) 

                                              

 

 

Part Two (2) : Situation of Integration (6pts) 

Context: Yacine is a pupil at CHERIF Rabah middle school he is also a member at “The Green club” you 

are asked to talk about his interests, ability and personality 

Task: Write a paragraph to describe Yacine’s interest, ability and personality. 

Support: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BEST OF LUCK DEAR PUPILS                                YOUR TEACHER: Mr.Abdelmalek AISSAT 

 

 

Full Name Age Town School Interests Ability(+) Inability(-) Personality 

Yacine 

HAMRAOUI 

 

14 

years 

old 

Bouinan 

CHERIF 

Rabah 

middle 

school - 

Hessainia 1 

- reciting 

quraan 

- playing 

marbles 

- swimming 

-Solve 

soduku 

- plant 

cuttings 

- play 

football 

- cook 

- shy 

- funny 

- sociable 

 

Always – usually – often – sometimes - rarely - never 

live - white - hi - raise day – say – five – may               
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Ministry of National Education                                           Education's Directorate of Blida 

EL-MEHDI Mohamed Middle School Hessainia 2 - Bouinan 

Level: 3 MS                                                                                                            Time Allotted: 1 h 30 mn  

FIRST TERM EXAM CORRECTION 
 

The Text:  

 Peace be upon you friends! I’m Abdelkader FAÏDI. I’m 11 years 

old. I live in Hessainia and I’m from Algeria . I’m Algerian and proud . 

I go to at EL-MEHDI Mohamed Middle School too.I’m a member at 

“The Green Club” of my school. I’m fan of playing PUBG.I usually play 

it at weekend but I don’t like hiking in the mountains. I can swim but I 

can’t lift weight .My friends say that I’m talkative but kind.  

 

 My friend Zineddine IZOUZI has many interests, he is fan of 

football so, he always plays it with me and my friends.He also likes 

drawing anime charachters like Naruto,Luffy..etc .On weekdays , he 

helps my mates in plant cuttings and watering them. He can’t drive 

motorbikes but he can drive bicycles.Zineddine sometimes practises 

karaté. He is  interested in MMA star Khabib Muhamadov.Zineddine is 

shy but sociable and friendly .I like him and I hope we pass together to 

2 M.S.   

      

Adapted from https://ar.padlet.com/ai7_malek/tcukbaet68pe64ow  

Part One: (14pts) 

A. Reading Comprehension: (7tps) 

Activity One: Complete the chart with information from the text. (4pts) 

Name Interests  Ability (+) Inability (-) Personality  

Abdelkader 
playing PUBG  

hiking in the mountains 
swim lift weight 

talkative  

kind 

Zineddine 

 

Football  

Drawing 

 

drive bicycles drive motorbike 

shy 

sociable 

friendly 

Activity Two: Read the following statements and write “True”/ “False” (2pts) 

5- Abdelkader is not a pupil  FALSE 

6- Abdelkader never plays PUBG FALSE     

7- Zineddine loves football   TRUE 

8- Zineddine is talkative FALSE 

Activity Three: Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following.(1 pt)  

Never =/= always                                             deep =/= sociable                 
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B. Mastery of Language: (7pts) 

Activity One: Supply the punctuation and the capital letters where necessary. (2pts)  

 karim never reads manga   Karim never reads manga . 

Activity Two: Put the adverbs and verbs in the correct form. (4pts)  

 

5- I ( 20% - study) rarely study drawing.  

6- Islam ( 100% - go) always goes to school. 

7- She ( 50% - wash) sometimes washes dishes . 

8- They (0 % - keep) never keep quiet . 

Activity Three: In each list, pick out the word with a different vowel sound. (1pts) 

                                              

 

 

Part Two (2) : Situation of Integration (6pts) 

 Hello classmates ! I am going to 

introduce a new friend he is called 

Yacine HAMRAOUI. Yacine is a  pupil 

at CHERIF Rabah middle school – 

Hessainia 1 . He is 14 years old. He is 

Algerian and he lives in Bouinan.Yacine 

has many interests, he is keen on reciting 

Quran. He is also interested in 

swimming and playing marbles. He has 

the ability to do many things . he can 

plant cuttings and solve sudoku but he 

can’t play football and he can’t cook . All 

my friends say that he is funny,shy and 

sociable.  

 

BEST OF LUCK DEAR PUPILS                               YOUR TEACHER: Mr.Abdelmalek AISSAT 

Always – usually – often – sometimes - rarely - never 

live - white - hi - raise day – say – five – may               

live five 
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